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Séverine Bidaud  

39 ans | Born in Le Blanc-Mesnil (93) | 99e representation of « Dis, à quoi tu danses ? » (« Tell 

me, what are you dancing ? »  

5th and 6th of March of 2019 : « Hip-hop, est-ce bien sérieux ? » (Hip-hop, is it really serious ? ») 

the 6e dimension company’s 2014 creation in the Louis Jouvet Hall | 8th of June of 2019 : « Bal 

Hip-hop » (« Hip-hop Ball ») of the 6e dimension company as part of the Curieux Printemps 

Festival 

Combining urban dance and young audience show is possible. The artistic director of the 

6e dimension company, the choreographer Lady Severine, proves it, by performing her 

creation « Dis, à quoi tu danses ? » (litterally « Tell me, what are you dancing ? ») in the 

Louis Jouvet Hall. 

It needs a real expertise and an outrageous cheek to adapt urban dance to a family audience, by 

conceiving a representation that is accessible from the age of 5… The choreographer Séverine Bidaud, co-

founder of the 6e dimension company from Rouen (France) with her sister Jane-Carole in 1998, had this 

slightly crazy idea when she was living the experience of motherhood. « I’ve wanted to reconnect with the 

child who sleeps in each one of us. » she says. As a result, the very audacious 2015 creation « Dis, à quoi 

tu danses ? » (litterally « Tell me, what are you dancing ? »). The play makes three tales intertwine : The 

Little Match Girl, The Little Red Riding Hood, and The Ugly Duckling. Each time the poor young seller burns 

a match to warm up, her imagination gives her the power to interfere in the two other stories. With video 

and childish drawings in support, poetry meets the hip-hop gesture. « When I’ve started to create for the 

young audience, magic came into my work. I play the cards of virtuosty, of immediacy and of humor, to 

convey a contemporary sensory reading, all made of pictures. With quirky characters, sometimes wacky or 

unreal, half-humans, half-animals. The codes of hip-hop dance are overturned. » Séverine Bidaud takes on 

the lead role. We are dealing with a figure of urban dance. She is a pioneer in the organization of 

international battles in France, like the Power Battle Circle in the Arènes de l’Agora of Evry in 2003. She 

has been rewarded as a dancer : 3rd place in worldwide mixte individual contests in 2002 and 2003 in the 

United States (B.boys Summits in Los Angeles and B.boy Pro-Am in Miami), and even nominated in the 

Dance Hip-hop Award 2003 in Hollywood. How a great lady of street dance addresses the young people. 

 

 


